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Introduction 

 

Employee absenteeism is a money pit for organizations that need skilled and caring personnel in 

critical processes.  From the late Saturday night line cook to the chemical plant engineer, “holes” 

made by missing personnel cost us productivity at the least.  At the worst, safety and/or client 

relationships may be jeopardized.    

 

Between these two extremes are the combined labor costs of the missing workers and those who 

must manage the absence through rescheduling, shifting their own workloads, correcting 

mistakes and/or other indirect costs.   

 

The costs are huge: a survey by CCH Incorporated, (CCH), a human resources and employment 

law researcher, found that direct dollars lost to unscheduled absenteeism on a per-employee basis 

have reached a record high.  The absenteeism costs small companies as much as $60,000 a year, 

while the largest employers ante up more than $3.6 million (BenefitsWorld 2002).  Ouch! 

 

As we found in the Stealth Quality Series’ first two articles, the cost of time is easy enough to 

find.  But how does one place a value on pushing back a strategy-making meeting because one 

must mess with the schedule again?  How should one quantify the damage of postponing 

creating those financial analyses—again—because one needs to fill in for the bookkeeper during 

yet another payroll cycle?    

 

Does absenteeism impact key processes, and if so, how great is the damage? 

 

Is absenteeism a symptom of a larger personnel problem—how do we know? 

 

What are we willing to do to solve the problem without creating new problems, and how 

will we know what is the solution’s enduring value? 

 

If we do not ask these questions at a minimum, we are likely reacting to absenteeism and its 

symptoms instead of managing our productivity for strategic organizational wellness.  Arresting 

this productivity thief requires case building, task forcing and rehabilitation. 
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Build your case: climb inside the criminal mind 

 

Michael J. Petrillose, Ph.D (1998) describes absenteeism causes in three broad categories: 

Your current business practices. This may include ineffective selection and placement of 

employees, excessive fatigue, boredom, poor working environment, irregular flow of 

work, ineffective use of skills, poor supervision, inadequate training or schedule for 

promotions, ineffective grievance procedures, and strained employee relations.  

The community. Perhaps there is not adequate housing at rates your employees can afford 

to pay. Or the area may lack shopping facilities. Public transportation may not be 

available, or, where available, of poor quality. A lack of adequate public transportation 

may require employees to use the family car to come to work, leaving a spouse/ 

significant other to wait for the car to meet other obligations. A family’s finances can also 

become strained by attempting to support a second car.  

The community may also lack other services often taken for granted, such as late banking 

hours, nurseries, city/state- supported child care facilities, eldercare facilities, etc.  

Personal situations. Your employees may be absent more than normal because of illness 

(i.e., individual, family). These illnesses may be real or simply an opportunity for 

employees to interview for other jobs. Other reasons for absenteeism are the employee 

may be attempting to deal with alcoholism, drug abuse, physical violence in the home, or 

gambling problems. Most cities today have services and facilities to assist with 

alcoholism, drug abuse, family counseling, and tangled financial affairs.   

It doesn’t require a Sherlock Holmes finesse to know absenteeism is costing us money, and that 

we should minimize this profit thievery.  We learned to quantify labor costs when examining 

employee training and turnover in the Stealth Quality Series Part 1.  Part 2 gives a hint toward 

analysis and remedy of costly labor problems.  What’s needed now is to build some durable 

defenses against this loss by creating some links between two or more programs.  By ensuring a 

solution in absenteeism doesn’t raise costly employee turnover, we can craft solutions that work 

to prevent criminally high productivity costs rather than simply chase them down.  

 

To do this, we will need to track both sets of costs.  Let’s start with an absenteeism cost 

calculator/worksheet that you can duplicate from the example below, or adapt from the “Costs   

to hire employees, in groups” worksheet from the article Conquering Turnover Costs.   
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 Enter data only in the light blue, pink and lavender cells.  The dark blue cells contain 

formulas that automatically calculate the total and average costs. 

 

 For Line 2, use the compensation rates from Lines 16, 17 and 18 in Worksheet 1. 

 

 In Lines 3, 4 and 5, “Time per absence” is the average amount of time spent on the listed 

tasks each time an employee absence occurs.  Since time, tasks and compensation varies 

among individuals and needs may vary according to whom is absent, these are entered 

among all three groups.  Enter this time in decimals: 1-¾ hours is entered as 1.75 hours. 

 

 Lines 6, 7 and 8 show the shifting time value effects the absences have on quality of 

process outputs.  The extra time needed to check work, fix errors, for remediation with 

vendors and customers—even repackaging, reshipping and phone calls—are all costly 

drains on productive time.  The tasks and their compensation rates vary among groups,  

so they are listed separately.  Enter this time in decimals as you did in Lines 3 – 5.    

Later, we can observe benefits and trends in reducing this spent time.   

 

 The dark blue cells display calculated and added results in both totals for the 

measurement period (perhaps monthly, as this hypothetical example shows) and in a   

per-employee average as some organizations prefer.   
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There are only six formulas in the “Cost of employee time, in groups” calculator: 

 

 

Cell Description Formula 
 

 

C18 

Direct time 

costs, plus 

quality and 

other costs 

for hourly 

employees 

 

 

=(C6*8+C7*E6+C8*D6+C9*C6)*C5+C10*E6+C11*D6+C12*C6+SUM(C13:C16) 

 

 

D18 

Direct time 

costs, plus 

quality and 

other costs 

for staff and 

supervisors 

 

 

=(D6*8+D7*E6+D8*D6+D9*C6)*D5+D10*E6+D11*D6+D12*C6+SUM(D13:D16) 

 

 

E18 

Direct time 

costs, plus 

quality and 

other costs:  

management 

personnel 

 

 

=(E6*8+E7*E6+E8*D6+E9*C6)*E5+E10*E6+E11*D6+E12*C6+SUM(E13:E16) 

 

 

C19 

Averages 

cell C18 by 

number of 

hourly 

employees 

 

 

=C18/C17 

 

 

D19 

Averages 

cell D18 by 

the number 

of staff and 

supervisors 

 

 

=D18/D17 

 

 

E19 

Averages 

cell E18 by 

number of 

management 

personnel 

 

 

=E18/E17  
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To note trends in absenteeism costs, create a table and a line graph, such as the below example: 

 

 
 

 

The task force: who’s your posse? 

 

Quantitative analysis with this cost data is of little use unless we do something constructive   

with it.  If the costs convince you to take corrective action, there are a number of choices in 

approaching non-planned workplace absences.  Here are four of them: 

 

1. Do nothing.  We can’t manage our employees’ lives, nor should we try.  

2. Assign more accountability through disciplinary measures. 

3. Undo the causes of the absences by offering assistance in key areas. 

4. Mitigate the effects of absences by reducing time to solve resulting quality problems. 

 

1.  Do nothing.  We can’t manage our employees’ lives, nor should we try.   

 

There are both financial and cultural reasons for not taking any action, such as: 

 

 There are no critical positions or processes; absenteeism isn’t a big burden. 

 There is no desire to attack what seems like a nebulous problem; management’s attention 

is much better directed in other strategic areas. 

 There is desire to approach the issue, but the timing isn’t right.  Maybe later… 
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Organizational leaders can certainly decide that no action is the right action, especially when 

costs are known and the issue is decidedly not urgent or troublesome enough to try to solve.  If 

you decide there is no case worth prosecuting, the quantitative analysis has done its work.   

 

2.  Assign more accountability through disciplinary measures.  

 

A recent Chicago Tribune article described four organizations that use point systems to manage 

employees with unscheduled absences—including illness when paid sick leave is available—

beginning with clocking in one minute late:   

  

Such “no-fault” attendance programs, which run counter to the trend toward more family-

friendly workplaces, are migrating from factories and warehouses to white-collar 

environments as companies try to standardize discipline and wrest greater control over 

workers’ schedules…No-fault policies eliminate judgments about whether an absence 

could have been avoided…“It’s no-fault, but it’s also no-excuse,” said attorney Timothy 

Huizenga of the Legal Assistance Foundation of Metro Chicago. “People who are sick 

are treated the same as people who don’t feel like coming to work.” (Rose, 2005).   

 

The article’s policy supporters, one of whom has been using it for 15 years, stress that they are 

flexible in applying the method; many supervisors make accommodations outside the policy.  

After weighing the need for greater workplace attendance against the potential pitfalls, managers 

decided the no-fault policy’s merits outweigh its minuses.   

 

There are productivity experts who disagree with evenly applied approaches such as no-fault 

attendance policies.  David Sirota, consultant and co-author of “The Enthusiastic Employee” 

acknowledges that there is a portion of the workforce that is “allergic to work” but cautions 

against applying the same leverage among all members: 

 

There are people who just don't want to work for whatever reason. They become 

troublemakers and you have to deal with them in a very tough way. You have to focus on 

them. But you don't then generalize from them to the rest of the workforce. The mistake 

we make is we feel we have to be consistent, that we have to have the same rules for 

everybody. So companies are consistent in treating everybody as a child or a criminal. 

That's very, very destructive (Knowledge@Wharton, 2005).    

 

Citing pressure from productivity measures that increase workloads with stagnant pay, a 2004 

poll found that nearly one-half of workers claimed to be looking for work, or would do so within 

the next 12 months (JobBank USA, 2004).  Only about one-third of workers who responded to 

this poll said they would recommend their employer to others.   

 

As economic and demographic forces change, we must consider possible outcomes of the actions 

we take to control absenteeism.  Would our actions hurt our organizations in another way—

possibly by increasing costly employee turnover?    

 

Would disciplinary measures such as a no-fault policy alienate your best workers—if so, at what 

cost?  For employers who do not worry about losing key players, the issue may be strictly cost 
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driven.  To make your decision, you can experiment with some hypothetical outcomes and their 

numbers.  Direct comparisons of outcomes are possible by running numbers generated within 

Worksheets 3 and 4, making a table and creating a twin line graph.  The following example, 

using employee turnover and averaged absenteeism figures (total cost figures also work), is a 

logarithmic line graph from the Custom Types choices in the spreadsheet’s Chart Wizard. 

 

 
 

 

3. Undo the causes of the absences by offering assistance in key areas.  

 

Australia’s Office of Industrial Relations (2000) lists and discusses four causes of absenteeism:  

 

 Work/life issues 

 Stress 

 Entitlement mentality 

 Personal needs and family issues 

 

Taking on your employees’ problems can be tricky.  Is it worth the effort?  It depends on your 

organization’s culture, needs for certain employee types, and other factors.  The cost of 

dissatisfaction (through turnover) has been made clear enough.  To analyze causes of 

absenteeism among groups, you make a table and bar graph based on the following example.  

The cylinder graph shown below is a “Stacked bar with a cylindrical shape” chosen from the 

Standard (chart) Types.     
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The formulas in this Absenteeism causes table are:  

 

Cell Description Formula 

C120 Adds lines 41 – 46 for hourly employees =SUM(C114:C119) 

D120 Adds lines 41 – 46 for staff/supervisors =SUM(D114:D119) 

E120 Adds lines 41 – 46 for management personnel =SUM(E114:E119) 

C121 Divides the sum of hours by the possible hours in Line 40, to 

find a percentage for hourly employees 

=C120/C113 

D121 Divides the sum of hours by the possible hours in Line 40, to 

find a percentage for staff/supervisors 

=D120/D113 

E121 Divides the sum of hours by the possible hours in Line 40, to 

find a percentage for management personnel 

=E120/E113 

 

 

Strategies that organizations have recorded using for reducing absenteeism include: 

 

Wellness and health screening programs.  Arch Coal's Hobet Mine estimates a direct 2.5 – 4 

return on its investment (ROI) for health screenings by finding, and getting preemptive medical 

attention for, a single employee at imminent risk for a heart attack (Pullin, 2005).   
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Stress reduction.  Employers reported that almost 20 percent of employee absences in 2000 

were stress-related (CCH, 2001).  Stress results from quantity of work, from conflicts in personal 

priorities, and through relationships between workplace peers as well as between workers and 

their supervisors and/or managers.  It takes its absenteeism toll in two direct ways: taking (time 

off for) a “brain break” and in outright illness ranging from a weakened immune system to 

hypertension and heart disease.   

 

Managers and researchers are linking morale to workplace stress and absenteeism.  Sirota claims 

morale “declines precipitously after five or six months” (Knowledge@Wharton 2005) in about 

90 percent of organizations served by his consultant group.  Managers such as Marsha Serlin of 

United Scrap Metal in Illinois are deciding that efficiency is not found through greater control of 

employee work; often, employees thrive on less control. “Workers are looking for more than a 

paycheck…it’s not the hours, it’s the quality of work” (Kleiman, 2001).  To minimize workplace 

stress, Australia’s Office of Industrial Relations (2000) advises employers to: 

 Promote a high performance work culture and emphasise the importance of the employee 

fitting into this culture  

 Provide flexible work practices which meet the needs of your business and your 

employees  

 Promote the use of carer's or domestic leave  

 Introduce a reward system for any improvement to sick leave rates  

 Try to eliminate or decrease "boring" or repetitive jobs  

 Widen job responsibilities  

 Increase promotional opportunities  

 Recognise and reward your employees' contribution  

 Improve the skills of supervisors  

 Provide training and development  

 Work with employees to develop strategies to reduce absenteeism  

 Implement preventative occupational health and safety strategies in order to minimise 

worker's compensation absence  

 Monitor annual leave and long service leave data to ensure your employees are taking 

adequate recreational breaks. 

Flextime and telecommuting are being used to relieve some life issue stress for employees, 

reducing the number of sick days used for stress related illness and fatigue.  Employees using 

daycare may also benefit from a well-structured system in which part of the work can be 

accomplished from home, shared, or its schedule shifted, such as when a feverish child is 

quarantined from the school or daycare provider.  Marsha Serlin of United Scrap Metal in Illinois 

has used flextime policies as a way to improve work/life issues and improve both absenteeism 

and turnover for her company (Kleiman, 2001).  

 

Childcare assistance.  Ranging from in-house child care centers to partnerships with community 

private child care providers, programs that offer alternatives to sick child care, after school care 

and drop-in care are said to be cost neutral or exceed investments (U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services, 2000).  This is especially the case for nontraditional work hours and for 

welfare-to-work program participants.  A study by Circadian Technologies, Inc. (2003) found 
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that “Costs associated with absenteeism in extended hours operations decreased by $300 

annually per employee if some form of extended hours child care was available. Various studies 

find that providing extended hours childcare can reduce the absenteeism rate by an average of 20 

percent.”    

 

Transportation assistance.   A lack of mass transit in rural areas, late night or low paying work, 

financial pressures and the high cost of owning reliable transportation combine into a mass of 

logistics challenges for workers and absenteeism (often leading to turnover) for their employers.  

Communities, states, and the federal government have formed coalitions to provide 

transportation solutions that seek to, among other things, ensure that welfare-to-work program 

members can consistently get to work.     

 

Transportation challenges do not discriminate.  Urban congestion affects employees at all levels, 

with longer commutes and traffic snarls eating up time and vehicle maintenance costs. 

 

Some employers are 

responding by 

contributing to public 

transportation costs, 

and by sponsoring 

ridesharing and 

vanpooling networks.  

There are significant 

cost benefits to 

vanpool participants 

who share in 

operational expenses.  

 

Source: Valley 

VanPool, Oregon   
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Employers that attack transportation problems with ridesharing can enjoy benefits besides 

reducing absenteeism:  

 

 Tax incentives 

 Reduced parking lot needs in pricey real estate markets 

 Enhanced community image 

 Improved employee image, where prospective workers are attracted to employers that 

need them.   

 

4. Mitigate the effects of absences by reducing time to solve resulting quality problems.   

 

Absence from work is only an indicator.  The effects of lost employee time are felt in work 

undone, or poorly done (and must be fixed or redone at the expense of other opportunities).    
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We can strive to eliminate absenteeism, but chances are good that we must encounter this issue 

at some point.  We are all mortals, after all.  Things happen.  It thus makes sense to strengthen 

our processes so they can better endure absentee challenges.  We can do this by:  

 

 Establishing work instructions and work procedures for critical processes.  List the tasks, 

the necessary paperwork and contacts for important operations so fill-in personnel can get 

the work done right the first time. 

 

 Cross-training employees in the same departments or from other departments.  In   

addition to simply preparing for absences, we could uncover hidden talent by placing    

an organizational ad for, and training personnel to perform each other’s tasks.  Such 

versatility can also relieve monotony and create growth among enterprising personnel. 

 

 Create process diagrams (flow charts) for managers to understand organizational 

processes.  The flowcharts should include notations identifying important specifications 

or instructions, reports, process controls, and so on.    

 

When establishing work instructions and procedures, it helps to be cautious and ensure that 

important changes are maintained.  An obsolete instruction may be less helpful than having no 

instruction at all!  Consider inventorying the documents in a periodic review for their 

correctness, relevancy, and distribution controls.  A control/inventory matrix can be created        

in a spreadsheet as shown below: 

 

 

Qtr. 

 
Year 

 

Department/sub-department 

 
Description 
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 Date 

 

 

 

Date 

 

 

 

Date 

 

 

 

Number 

 

Verified 

By: 

 

Verified 

By: 

 

Verified 

By: 

 

  QA.I.1  Inspection                 

  QA.I.1.1    Incoming X X X X       

  QA.I.1.2    In-process X X X X       

  QA.I.1.3    Final X X X X       

  QA.I.1.3    Incoming Materials X X X X       

  QA.I.1.4    Rejection process X X X X       

  QA.I.1.5    Shipping identification  X X X X       

  QA.I.2  Inspection Equip.  Calibration               

  QA.I.2.1    Incoming X X         

  QA.I.2.2    Periodic inspection X X         

  QA.I.2.3    Repairs X X X        

  QA.I.2.4    Re-certification X X         
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Rehabilitation turns the criminal around    

     

Does making a set of projects, executing them and maintaining them look like a lot of work?  

Will they be worth the effort?   The goal behind rehabilitation is twofold: it prevents recurring 

events from that individual, as well as preventing first time events in the next generation.  

 

To graph projected return on investment, you can use the “Costs for lost employee time, in 

groups” calculator to compare the value of time used to perform the work against estimated 

absenteeism time saved.  Apply these time figures in the “Comparing absenteeism and turnover 

costs” table to visually show both results at once.  

 

To project the cost of implementing an absenteeism program such as implementing flextime, 

childcare assistance or ridesharing assistance, you can adapt the training cost calculator as shown 

in either “Taming the Training Expense Monster” or “Conquering Turnover Costs.”  

 

Combine the projected costs of both time lost in absenteeism and time lost in dealing with poor 

quality work or products that occurred during the absence.  Compare these added figures against 

employee turnover in the “Comparing Absenteeism and Turnover Costs” table and graph as 

shown on page 7.     

 

There is more! 

 

There is more to life—even in business life—than money.  Measuring the dollar value of our 

efforts is easy with the tools we have explored in the first three Stealth Quality Series articles.  

But satisfaction among employees, and the resulting customer satisfaction can lead to growth or 

an improved business lifestyle overall.   

 

Measuring financial results as we have done is important, of course—but it is not the only way  

to measure success.  The “Costs of lost employee time, in groups” calculator on page 3 measures 

mistakes as the time spent to fix them.  The next step is in measuring the value of events: costs of 

poor quality, in various levels of goodness.  With that knowledge we can make a formal Return 

on Investment (ROI) calculator that shows a ratio of value to project expenditures.  Look for that 

in an upcoming article.   

 

…On you will go 

though the Hakken-Kraks howl 

Onward up many 

a frightening creek, 

though your arms may get sore 

and your sneakers may leak. 

 

On and on you will hike 

and I know you'll hike far 

and face up to your problems 

whatever they are. 

   Dr. Seuss 
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Resources for absenteeism problem solving:   

 

Work/life issues 

 

“AFSCME Guide to Winning Work/Family Programs” is an Internet information source for 

employers considering flex time, personal family leave, and more.  Available:  

http://www.afscme.org/wrkplace/wfp05.htm   

 

“Financial Opportunities in Extended Hours Operations: Managing Costs, Risks, and Liabilities” 

by John Carbone and Alex Kerin, Ph.D. is a 177-page report detailing absenteeism, turnover and 

productivity; costs, risks, and strategies involved with running an extended hour workplace.   

Available via Circadian Technologies, Inc.  http://www.circadian.com/publications/coststoc.html    

 

Childcare  

 

“Child Care Public-Private Partnerships” is an Internet information source regarding childcare 

assistance for employees by the National Child Care Information Center.  Available:  

http://www.nccic.org/ccpartnerships/toolkit/section3.htm   

 

“Finding Childcare for Non-Traditional Work Schedules (Tips and resources on finding 

childcare when you're not doing the typical 9 to 5.)” is an Internet information source for family 

members offered by Target Kids.  Available:  

http://sites.target.com/site/en/kids/page.jsp?contentId=PRD03-000173   

 

“Helping your new workers meet their child care needs” is a resource-rich booklet available 

through the Welfare to Work program, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services:  

http://www.welfaretowork.org/publications/smart%20solutions/Helping%20Child%20Care%20

Needs.pdf      

 

Transportation  

 

“Commuter choice toolkit” is a website by the U.S. Department of Transportation.  Employers 

can learn about tax incentives, strategies, and general information regarding transportation 

assistance for employees.  Available: http://www.fta.dot.gov/2217_ENG_HTML.htm   

 

“Guide to Van Pooling” is an in-depth vanpool ridesharing information and how-to booklet 

available from: http://www.mvrideshare.net/Vanpool/VanpoolGuide.pdf   

 

 “Key Transportation Planning Principles—Maximize Transportation Choices” is an Internet 

help source for creative transportation solutions by Smart Communities Network.  Available:  

http://www.sustainable.doe.gov/transprt/maxchoic.shtml      

 

 

 

 

http://www.afscme.org/wrkplace/wfp05.htm
http://www.circadian.com/publications/coststoc.html
http://www.nccic.org/ccpartnerships/toolkit/section3.htm
http://sites.target.com/site/en/kids/page.jsp?contentId=PRD03-000173
http://www.welfaretowork.org/publications/smart%20solutions/Helping%20Child%20Care%20Needs.pdf
http://www.welfaretowork.org/publications/smart%20solutions/Helping%20Child%20Care%20Needs.pdf
http://www.fta.dot.gov/2217_ENG_HTML.htm
http://www.mvrideshare.net/Vanpool/VanpoolGuide.pdf
http://www.sustainable.doe.gov/transprt/maxchoic.shtml
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